
The Mango® BB2 and BB3 printers allow you an affordable solution for
mobile printing. You’ll love the quick and clean output. Total black
printing is sharp and easy to read. The quality of the receipt will impress
your customers and the speed of printing will impress your delivery
team.

COMMUNICATIONS
Wireless printing is effortless with our Mango BB printers which use the
latest version of Bluetooth® 4.0. The devices are also backwards
compatible with Bluetooth 2.0. Data is transferred at lightening speed.

PAPER FORM
You can choose from 2 inch (57mm) or 3 inch (79mm) printer paper
width. The paper roll length is standard at approximately 63 feet (20
meters) but may be longer depending on paper thickness and quality.

BATTERY
Generous battery sizes and quality engineering assure that your
portable printer can operate a full day without charging. The unit comes
with a 1500 mAh rechargeable Li-Ion battery for the BB2 and BB3
printers.

PRINTERS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
Advantage Route Systems offers a variety of portable printers from 2 to
3 inches in printing width. All have Bluetooth® capability and print on
thermal paper. They are designed for outdoor conditions and can
operate in a variety of temperatures from below freezing to very hot.
Drop test specifications are excellent and will give you years of
affordable printing on route.

BB PRINTERS

Crisp Thermal Output

Built-In Paper Roll Holder

Long Lasting Battery

Bluetooth Interface

Dependable Printer Head

AFFORDABLE PRINTING SOLUTIONS
The Mango BB Printer family is an

economical, portable line of
printers built for dependability.
The BB Printers are available in 2
inch and 3 inch formats to meet
all of your printing requirements.
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Mango BB3 Printer
Mango BB2 Printer



BB PRINTERS

Advantage Route Systems is the global leader in route automation solutions, trusted by thousands of route
delivery companies worldwide to deliver progressive solutions for route accounting, handheld devices, and GPS-
based technologies. ARS products have become an essential part of in-field and office operations in industries
such as bottled water, water treatment, ice, propane, oil recycling, coffee, and more. Built on a commitment to
help our customers’ businesses run optimally, we provide 24/7 world-class support that is second to none.
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AVAILABLE RUGGEDIZED
HANDHELD DEVICES TO

PAIR WITH YOUR
PORTABLE PRINTER
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Feature/Model Mango BB2 Mango BB3

40 mm (1.57 mm)


